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What is Give with Bing?
Give with Bing is a feature of Microsoft 
Rewards that allows users to give back 
to causes, just by searching on 
Microsoft Bing – at no cost to them



Microsoft Bing (www.bing.com)



How Give with Bing works

User joins Microsoft Rewards and 
Give with Bing at www.bing.com/give

Each search earns points towards 
their chosen cause

Microsoft Rewards donates the 
equivalent cash amount to charities 
every month via Benevity
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Where is Give with Bing available?

This feature is available in 8 countries across the world

Australia Canada France Germany

Italy Spain United StatesUnited Kingdom



Janelle Monae on Social Justice Learning Institute and Give 
with Bing



Response from users and nonprofits

+Your logo here

“I woke up this morning and saw that launch of 'Give Mode"! 
Just want to say thank you to all Microsoft team members 
involved in that initiative. This is SO cool because you took it a 
step further and opened up the giving opportunities to non-
profits of our choosing“

“I’m so earning as much points as I can for Give with Bing to 
help the CDC Foundation. This Coronavirus needs to be put to 
an end....“

Nonprofit amplification User feedback



The virtuous cycle

Customers Nonprofits Product



User journey

Pick a cause SearchJoin



How causes can engage

1. Get a custom URL
2. Use our co-marketing toolkit for assets 

and messaging
3. Share with their supporters on your 

website, social media, emails, etc.

+



How & why you can use Give with Bing

+Your logo here

• When you have employee giving programs, Give with Bing can be a way for them 
to give back to a cause

• Rally employees around a cause each month to drive up donations through their 
internet searches

If you’re interested and want to make a difference, please reach out to 
givewithbingsupport@microsoft.com to discuss further opportunities in this space.

mailto:givwithbingsupport@microsoft.com


Learnings and Takeaways



The virtuous cycle
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Providing a wide range of nonprofits to choose from

+Your logo hereIndividual choice matters.

Allows for distribution of donations to a 
wider range of causes.



The Benevity API integration

With the Benevity API, we’re able to support over 
a million causes for users to choose from and 
have the flexibility in how we choose our 
donation model.

It allows for seamless integration in our product 
look-and-feel, while still being able to take 
advantage of Benevity’s capabilities.



Reach out to us

Employee engagement opportunities

Spreading awareness to a nonprofit you support

Feature feedback

Contact givewithbingsupport@microsoft.com



Questions?

givewithbingsupport@microsoft.com




